
Engineered for cloud native and hybrid environments, 

Dynatrace covers your complete ecosystem automatically— 

from microservices to traditional applications. 

Broadest technology support

What makes Dynatrace unique

Fully automated

With zero-touch configuration, continuous discovery and 

mapping, you can jump-start with out-of-the-box results. 

Full stack

Automatically see all components and dependencies in  

real-time, including microservices running inside containers. 

AI-powered

Powerful AI-driven software intelligence platform provides 

real-time precise data and contextual answers.  

DevOps to NoOps using AI and automation

Software intelligence for unbreakable  
continuous delivery

End-to-end coverage 

Superior data collection 

Causation-based AI engine 

Quality, deployment and self-healing automation



Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify enterprise cloud complexity and accelerate digital transformation. With AI and complete automation,  
our all-in-one platform provides answers, not just data, about the performance of applications, the underlying infrastructure and the experience of all users.  
That’s why many of the world’s largest enterprises trust Dynatrace to modernize and automate enterprise cloud operations, release better software faster,  
and deliver unrivaled digital experiences.

Learn more at dynatrace.com

Sign up for an extended free trial: dynatrace.com/trial/

— Jonathan Hayes, VP of Global IT Service Excellence at Experian

”The AI paves the way for autonomous operations, enabling us to create auto-remediation workflows that 

remove the need for human intervention.”

The unique advantage of Dynatrace software intelligence for unbreakable continuous delivery

Being “cloud native” is not just architecture; it means bringing cloud-centric DevOps best practices to software and IT 
generally.  Dynatrace’s automated, full stack, AI-powered capabilities enable “as a service” features that improve four 
strategic areas for heightened speed, quality and performance, and a move to a more NoOps environment.

All-in-one, AI-powered automation for the DevOps to NoOps cloud apps and infrastructure

Software Intelligence for unbreakable continuous delivery 
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Staging

Strategically Integrate Intelligent Monitoring into the Software Delivery Process
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Comparison result
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Autoremediation-as-Code

Build #18

• Use monitoring strategically as a feature of the end-to-

end pipeline

• AUTOMATE QUALITY: performance-gates-as-code — 

shift quality left and stop bad code before production

• AUTOMATE DEPLOYMENTS: validation-as-code — 

release higher quality applications more frequently

• AUTOMATE OPERATIONS: auto-remediation-as-code — 

self-heal  bad deployments in production

http://dynatrace.com
http://dynatrace.com/trial/

